
Telecom Rooms 
& Data Center 

More Meaningful  
Upsides

Connect with Panduit
Panduit solutions give educational facilities the connected 
technological performance to enhance the teaching and learning 
experience of students and instructors alike. Robust, reliable 
infrastructure in the TR and data center houses the technology  
to maintain the quality and effectiveness of learning at all times  
in a safe and secure way. Total reliability and future-proof 
performance come as standard, so you know you can upgrade  
and add equipment without replacing your infrastructure or 
disrupting academic life.

More Meaningful  
Technologies

The Panduit Solution
Panduit solutions help educational institutions expand network 
infrastructure capability without having to expand the physical 
parameters of existing TRs and data centers, saving critical space 
and helping reduce equipment footprint to future-proof the  
TR and data center. Our industry-leading systems provide the 
infrastructure needed to expand networking applications in any 
school setting while increasing TR and data center efficiency by 
reducing energy consumption, minimizing maintenance and 
utiizing high-density physical solutions. From optimizing Power 
over Ethernet with MaTRIX™ cabling to simplifying the migration  
to 40G and beyond with innovative HD Flex™ fiber optics and 
energy efficient housings, Panduit enables higher performance  
and better connections.

More Meaningful 
Connections

Connected Learning
Technology is transforming the teaching 
environment and enhancing the learning 
experience for students. Infrastructure underpins 
this transformation, supporting instructional 
needs and the expectations of tech-savvy 
students safely and reliably, while enabling 
engaging, interactive classroom experiences.   

The Control Room
Educational facilities need a network 
infrastructure that meets today’s needs, both  
in the classroom and across the campus, and 
also has the capability to fulfill tomorrow’s 
application requirements. This means 
considering areas such as traditional data 
communications, exponential wireless demand 
and developing VoIP, as well as systems like 
building automation, security and access control, 
POS, mass communication and more. The 
challenge is making room for these additional 
systems when existing space in telecommunications 
rooms (TRs) and data centers is already tight. 
Physical infrastructure must be optimized to 
minimize equipment footprint while maintaining 
high-performance capability. 

800.777.3300
Monday through Friday,
8am - 6pm, CST
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